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Executive Summary
The present document is a deliverable of the BRAIN-IoT project, funded by the European Commission, under
its Horizon 2020 Research and innovation program (H2020), reporting the validation results of the activities
carried out by “WP6 – Test, Demonstration and Evaluation”. This deliverable includes the results of the
validation methodology described in the “Deliverable D6.2 – Integration and Lab Scale Evaluation” and
“Deliverable D6.3 - Phase 1 Integration and Evaluation Framework” and it follows the presentation philosophy
of validation results in some production environments. The deliverable does not extend deeply the sections
included in the previous D6.2 and D6.3 more than necessary, but it adds information and remarks important
aspects related to the validation methodology needed for the good comprehension of the process and that
they were not indicated in the D6.3 because the approach was not yet fully defined at the time of writing that
deliverable.
The development activities are being performed in the WP3, WP4 and WP5 and the activities of verification,
validation and evaluation will be reported in the deliverables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 of WP6.
This deliverable includes 5 sections. Section 1 introduces a summary of concepts related to the validation
procedures. Section 2 presents the process of the validation management including the methodology. Section
3 is the main section and includes the results of the validation activities during the first validations iteration,
indicating the status of every test and requirement defined in the previous activities. Section 4 contents the
status of the tests and demonstrations regarding the KPIs defined in the Grant Agreement and extended in the
deliverable D6.2. Section 5 provides the main conclusions related to the validation process and results.
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1
-

-

Introduction
The concepts used in this methodology are using definitions according to different bibliography, deeply
discussed in the deliverable D6.4 - Phase 1 Evaluation Report. It will also explain the verification, validation,
test and evaluation processes that have been used to check the current status and evolution of the project.
As in the deliverable D6.2 in its Table 1.1, the documents related to these activities are listed here.
Reference

Version

Date

[RD.1]

ID

Project Handbook, Quality & Risk Management Plan

Title

D1.1

1.1

2018-02-19

[RD.2]

Initial versions, Scenarios and Use Cases

D2.1

1.2

2019-02-28

[RD.3]

Initial Architecture and PoC Specifications

D2.2

1.2

2019-03-31

[RD.4]

Updated Visions, Scenarios, Use Cases and Innovations

D2.4

1.0

2019-07-09

[RD;5]

Updated Architecture and Test Sites Specifications

D2.5

1.0

2019-07-30

[RD.6]

Final Visions, Scenarios, Use Cases and Innovations

D2.6

1.0

2021-03-30

[RD.7]

Final Architecture and Test Sites Specifications

D2.7

1.0

2021-03-30

[RD.8]

Initial AI and ML features for smart behaviour and
actuation

D3.2

1.0

2019-02-28

[RD.9]

Initial Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT
behaviour

D3.3

1.0

2019-04-02

[RD.10]

Initial Tools for dependable Smart Behaviour

D3.4

1.0

2019-06-27

[RD.11]

Final AI and ML features for smart behaviour and
actuation

D3.6

1.0

2019-03-30

[RD.12]

Final Enablers for dynamic distribution of IoT behaviour

D3.7

1.0

2019-03-30

[RD.13]

Final Tools for dependable Smart Behaviour

D3.8

1.0

2019-03-30

[RD.14]

Initial discovery, search, composition and orchestration
enablers

D4.1

1.0

2018-11-23

[RD.15]

Initial Deployment and operation enablers

D4.2

1.0

2019-08-04

[RD.16]

Final discovery, search, composition and orchestration
enablers

D4.4

1.0

2019-09-18

[RD.17]

Final Deployment and operation enablers

D4.5

1.0

2021-04-01

[RD.18]

Initial Threat modelling and Security assessment of
target scenarios, solutions

D5.1

1.0

2018-08-07

[RD.19]

Updated Threat modelling and Security assessment of
target scenarios, solutions

D5.4

1.0

2019-07-09

[RD.20]

Lab-scale Evaluations

D6.2

1.0

2019-07-09

[RD.21]

Phase 1 Integration and Evaluation Framework

D6.3

1.0

2019-05-15

[RD.22]

Phase 2 Integration and Evaluation Framework

D6.5

1.0

2021-03-30

[RD.23]

Phase 2 Evaluation Report

D6.6

1.0

2021-03-31

Table 1: Deliverables related to D6.4
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2

Validation Management
Introduction

This validation procedure is focused in the integration and laboratory evaluations, as it was discussed in the
“D6.4 – Phase 1 Evaluation Report”.
Methodology
-

The concepts used in this methodology are explained according to different bibliography in the deliverable
D6.4 - Phase 1 Evaluation Report. It will describe the verification, validation, test and evaluation process
that have been used to check the current status and evolution of the project.

In this Methodology, and in order to better check the dependencies, the implementation process shall follow
a top-down approach or the V-model approach [5]. In this project and according to the WP2 deliverables, the
BRAIN-IoT platform is specified in four levels of abstraction, “scenario” level, “system” level, “component” level
and “coding”, but not using intermediate “subsystem” levels, so the requirements that belong to different
components are just included in the BRAIN-IoT system level. The next figure represents the relation between
the abstraction levels and the project implementation:

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform
BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language
Physical layer modelling language
BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool
BIP-MV tool
BIP to Java Code Generator
sensiNact studio
BRAIN-IoT Fabric
sensiaNact Edge Node
WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node
ACE Server
Privacy Control System
Attack-Defense Strategies Explotation Tool
S0nar

Figure 1: Validation methodology.

The “Categories” defined in the project would correspond to a “subsystem” classification, since they content
the different “products” defined. The “Categories” in the Figure 1 Figure 1: Validation methodology., would be
placed between the blocks “High Level Design” and “Low Level Design”, but they don’t have an own validation
process due to time/efforts constraints in the project. Instead of that, the requirements that belongs to different
products are included in the higher category of “BRAIN-IoT Solution”.
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Modeling & Validation Framework
Execution Platform
Security & Privacy Framework

Figure 2: “Category” position in the methodology.

For some high-level requirements, it is possible to follow a top-down solution in this validation framework. The
approach is explained using an example regarding a requirement “X” of high level designed. In this example
there are other requirements “W”, “Y” and “Z” of low-level design, generated from “X”. If “W”, “Y” and “Z” cover
the 100% of the casuistic of the requirement “X”, those requirements can be used for validating the requirement
“X” without the need of defining a specific test “X”. The Figure 2 illustrates this rule that shall be accomplished.

Figure 3: Top-down solution for testing.

Three types of requirements have been considered from the WP2: Functional Requirements, Non-Functional
Requirements and Design Requirements. In this validation methodology, a point of flexibility was introduced
in order to ensure that all the requirements can be validated. To validate those requirements, two concepts are
introduced “testing” and “demonstration “. All these have been better detailed on “D6.4: Phase 1 Report”.
In any case, every “characteristic” or “specification” that has been linked to a "requirement" will follow one of
the two options. In the D6.4, the whole list of requirements is indicated with their status, independently of the
type. The validation process is composed of four steps:
▪ Preparation phase
▪

Test definition
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o

The tests cover all the envisioned products, as well as the integrated solution and both scenarios, as
presented in the next table:
CATEGORY

PRODUCT and scenarios

BRAIN-IoT Solution

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform

Modelling & Validation
Framework

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language
BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool
BIP-MV tool
Physical layer modelling language
BIP to Java Code Generator
sensiNact studio

Execution platform

BRAIN-IoT Fabric
sensiNact Edge Node
s0nar
WoT-enabled Edge Node

Security & Privacy
Framework

ACE Server
Privacy Control System
BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool

BRAIN-IoT Scenarios

Service Robotics Scenario
Critical Infrastructure Scenario

Table 2: BRAIN-IoT products and scenarios

o

▪

In the case that a product contains requirements from different partners, the tests can be provided
in different files for the same product.

Validation process:
o

This validation process is considered as the final validation iteration.

o

Final tests performed up to March 31st 2021, including the extension of the project.

o

The requirements validated were the ones related to the products, integrated BRAIN-IoT platform
and scenario defined up to date.

o

Some commentaries were added in the tables of the excel files of the tests, in the column “Remarks
during the execution”. The commentary depends on the status of the step:
▪

“Failed” → to indicate the root cause (if it is known), or why we think that can be the reason, or
at least what we are observing that do not go fine.

▪

“Blocked” → to indicate why the step is blocked.

▪

“Not Apply” → to indicate why the step doesn’t apply.
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▪

“Incomplete” → to indicate why the step is incomplete.

An example could be:

Status

Remarks during the execution

BLOCKED

It is needed to use the MEDUSA infrastructure to use the data of turbidity, Chlorydine and/or PH

Figure 4: Example of commentary regarding the status of one step.

▪

Post-validation:
o

The Excel files created on the first Phase Report has been updated with the newest product status
and delivered to each partner in order to update their status.

o

A prepared Excel file extracts the final results from all the result tables, indexing the correspondent
cells.

o

The final results are reviewed by the leader of the task “T6.3 – Demonstrations and Evaluation in Test
Sites”, in this case is EMALCSA that checks in detail the results in order to find inconsistencies.

o

In case of inconsistencies, wrong information, or missed tests, EMALCSA opens a round of
consultation in order to fix the issues.

o

The results are added in the D6.6 as a validation report, separating the coverages of rests and
requirements.

o

In the document, commentaries related to the validation are added to almost every tests and
requirements that were not passed correctly.
Test coverage

The tests defined cover the requirements related to each Product. In the next table, a full list of tests either
covering products or the generic framework is shown.

Table 3: Coverage of the products with tests.
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Test description
Each test will be monitored with a table that follows the same structure as the ones created on D6.4 Phase 1
report.
In the next images, an example of a tests it is shown. In the figure the test is split in two parts due to the
number of columns.

Figure 5: Example of test, first columns.

Figure 6: Example of test, last columns.

Tests Status descriptions
The tests shall be identified, with the current test status and updated through the overall verification or
validation process, as was defined on D6.4. Each step has its own status and it belongs to another list, similar
than the validation process, but not exactly the same. At Figure 7 is shown the status used for the validation
process.
The status of every test is obtained automatically with an excel file indexed to the files that content the tests
for every component. The values of the steps are evaluated following the next algorithm in order to obtain the
test status:
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Figure 7: Status logic regarding the tests.

Below, there is a summary of the important aspects of the logic regarding the validation results of the tests
during their execution:
▪ A relevant status could appear as FAILED. If only one of the steps has failed, the test will be described as
FAILED.
▪

Another important status is BLOCKED. If there are no steps failed, but only one step is blocked, the test
will be BLOCKED.

▪

The status INCOMPLETE could appear when no steps are failed or blocked, but only one step is
incomplete.

▪

The rest of possibilities will depend on the combination of the step status following the logic of the
algorithm.

▪

As it was indicated, this prioritisation is regarding the execution of a test. If the test has not been executed,
the logic will indicate if the test is not defined, not executed (No run) or not apply.

Requirement Status descriptions
Similar to the tests status, the requirements are linked to a status classification. All the requirements are
identified and updated with the correspondent status throughout the overall verification or validation process,
following the same procedure described in D6.5.
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The status of every requirement is obtained automatically with an excel file and depending on the status of
the tests linked to each requirement. This file indexes the results of all the tests defined for a component and
system. The values of the requirement status are evaluated following the next algorithm regarding the statuses
of the tests associated to that requirement:

Figure 8: Status logic regarding the requirements.

To sum up, the most important aspects of the logic regarding the validation results different than the status
“Passed” are the following:
▪ The status “Failed” indicates that there is an issue and that a review is needed after the validation process
to detect the root cause and to solve the problem.
▪

The status “Blocked” indicates that although there is not a failure, the root cause of the block shall be
solved.

▪

The status “Partial” indicates that the requirement has been tested with some test, but it has some other
test associated that is not executed yet.

▪

The status “Incomplete” indicates that although there is not a failure or a blocking reason, the test shall
be finished in order to guarantee that the requirement is validated completely.

▪

If the tests associated to the requirement has not been executed, then the status can be “No run”, “Closed”,
or directly “Not covered” in case that the tests are not yet defined.
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Git-lab
The consortium has defined a methodology for requirements management by exploiting the GitLab tool,
detailed information is illustrated in D2.7 section 2 “Requirement’s elicitation and management”. It provides
the capability to trace and maintain the shared requirements among partners. The requirements have been
collected and transferred to the GitLab tool following the methodology defined in D2.7. Currently, the tool
contains the complete list of requirements, updated and refined after M18 to follow the requests of the
reviewers. Moreover, these requirements have served as a foundation for the validation work and can be
accessible in GitLab by reviewers using the provided credentials.
In order to better structure the requirement, the consortium exploited the Volere template, looking for defining
the attributes of the requirement as shown in the next Figure:

Figure 9: Screenshot of the Technical Requirement creation dialogue in BRAIN-IoT.

The procedure on how to define a proper requirement can be found in D2.7 as well.
Test files
As it was done for the Phase 1 Report, the results of the validation of every feature are added in its
corresponding Excel file, in order to update the current status for those features that have been modified from
the last tests. In the case of new products, a new excel table has been created for those products.
The coverage of that file is done by the owner of the feature during its validation process. In the next figure, it
is shown the relation between that main excel file and the excel files that content the results of every partner
tests.
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Figure 10: Relations between test files

For the process of updating and verifying the tests, and then validating the current status of each product of
the project, the excel files were sent to each partner following the provisions of D6.4 Phase 1 Report.
In the Phase 1 Report, an excel table was created for each product with the corresponding tests and each test
was assigned to a person in charge, who should update the current status of that test or add any modifications
that have been made regarding the Phase 1 Report.
The file “VALIDATION RESULTS” indexes the status of all the requirements and tests, gathering the results of
all the validations. In the validation results table of every product or scenario, there is a matrix where it is
indicated the full requirement coverage by tests. This is done in order to provide the crossed information
between tests and requirements (reference to table 3). In the next figure, an example of the component
“sensiNact Edge Node(s)” is presented.
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Figure 11: Matrix coverage of requirements with the tests.
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3

Results of the validation

The results of the validation are detailed in the next sections, indicating the status of the tests and of the
requirements. The main idea is to provide the information in such a way that a general view can be created.
For this reason, the status of particular steps of every test, or requirement coverage matrixes, are not directly
shown in this document. More information is indicated in the Annex A regarding the storage of the files.
The next paragraph corresponds with the different products, the BRAIN-IoT solution, and both scenarios
“Services Robotics” and “Critical Infrastructure”. The first two sections content the summary of the whole test
results and the summary of the covering of the whole list of requirements.
Global Coverage
In the following table it is indicated the number of tests and requirements related to every product and both
scenarios.

Table 4: Coverage of the products with tests.

In the column “PRODUCT OWNER”, the partners responsible of component are defined. In the case of the
“Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform”, there is not one responsible but the consortium as a whole.
Global status of the Tests
In the following chart, the results of the tests after this first validation period can be observed.
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Figure 12: Global states of the tests.

From the results, it is possible to obtain some conclusions regarding the status:
▪ There are 88% of the tests have been passed successfully, taking into account that the remaining 12% are
those tests and requirements that were discarded after the modifications made to the initial product.
▪

10% of the tests and requirements have been discarded from the final solution, with respect to what was
initially proposed in the Phase 1 Report.

▪

1% NO RUN because the related requirement has been deprecated after the rescoping of privacy
activities.

▪

1% of the tests is blocked due to the testing in real infrastructure, but it will be conduct and tested even
after the submission of this deliverable.

We could extract that a good performance level has been achieved in the general development of the project.
Global status of the Requirements
In the next chart can be observed the status of the requirements after the execution of the tests during the
validation period in format of circles.
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Figure 13: Global results of requirements.

From the results, it is possible to draw some conclusions regarding the status:
▪ As has been observed in the overall results of the tests, 87% of the requirements have been validated and
passed.
▪

11% have been closed taking into account the modifications and changes of the system with respect to
the initial version.

▪

1% Blocked is due to the testing in real Critical Water Infrastructure Management scenario. It will be
continued and covered even after the submission of this deliverable.

▪

1% NO RUN because the related requirement has been deprecated after the rescoping of privacy
activities.

As before, it has been possible to validate and verify the correct overcoming of all the requirements defined
in the project.
Results for every product and scenario
In the next sections, the validation results for every product and scenario are showed, indicating the results for
every test and also the status that every requirement acquires with the test results.
3.4.1

Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform

The general evaluation test of the integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform is passed, there is only one requirement REQBPL-F10 is with “No Run”, because the related requirement has been deprecated after the rescoping of privacy
activities
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Figure 14: Test status regarding the system “Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform“

Figure 15: Percent of the tests status regarding the system “Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform“
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Figure 16: Requirement coverage of “Integrated BRAIN-IoT Platform”

3.4.2

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 17: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language”
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Figure 18: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language”

Figure 19: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Modelling Language”

3.4.3

BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.
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Figure 20: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language”

Figure 21: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language”
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Figure 22: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Physical Layer Modelling Language”

3.4.4

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 23: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Modeling Tool”
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Figure 24: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool”

Figure 25: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool”

3.4.5

BRAIN-IoT BIP to Java Code Generator

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.
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Deliverable Title
Version
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Figure 26: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT BIP to Java Code Generator”

Figure 27: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT BIP to Java Code Generator”
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Figure 28: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Code Generator”

3.4.6

BRAIN-IoT BIP-MV Tool

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 29: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT BIP MV Tool”
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Figure 30: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT BIP MV Tool”

Figure 31: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT BIP MV Tool”.

3.4.7

sensiNact Studio

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.
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Version
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Figure 32: Test status regarding the component “sensiNact Studio”.

Figure 33: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “sensiNact Studio”.
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Figure 34: Requirement coverage of “sensiNact Studio”.

3.4.8

BRAIN-IoT Fabric

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.
There is one test has been found to not apply anymore. Further explanation can be found after the figures.

Figure 35: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Fabric”.
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Figure 36: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Fabric”.

Figure 37: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Fabric”.
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3.4.9

sensiNact Edge Node(s)

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 38: Test status regarding the component “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”

Figure 39: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”.
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Figure 40: Requirement coverage of “sensiNact Edge Node(s)”

3.4.10

WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 41: Test status regarding the component “WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node”
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Figure 42: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node”.

Figure 43: Requirement coverage of “WoT-enabled ROS Edge Node”

3.4.11

BRAIN-IoT s0nar

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.
Some tests have been found to not apply anymore. Further explanation can be found after the figures.
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Figure 44: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT s0nar”

Figure 45: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT s0nar”
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Figure 46: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT s0nar”.

The current implementation of BRAIN-IoT s0nar as a BRAIN-IoT Service connected to the environment through
the Smart Behavior s0nar Bridge made the tests TEST_FSB_03, TEST_FSB_04 and TEST_FSB_05 obsolete, hence
the NOT APPLY status.
The tests TEST_FSB_07, TEST_ASB_05 and TEST_ASB_06 are not aplicable to the single value of the received
BRAIN-IoT events.
On the final implementation the model is trained with each value, which made TEST_FSB_09 and TEST_FSB_08
not applicable.
For the TEST_ASB_02: the anomaly event is correctly emmited to the BRAIN-IoT Event Bus but further
integration tests should be carried to ensure the correct deserialization of the Event object. It should be tested
in the mockup infrastructure, this testing will be continued even after the submission of this deliverable.

3.4.12

ACE Server

This product has been fully “PASSED”, tests and requirements. Only two requirements on the 24 initially defined
have been closed and so not tested.
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Figure 47: Test status regarding the component “ACE Server”.

Figure 48: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “ACE Server”.
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Figure 49: Requirement coverage of “ACE Server”.

Regarding the requirements that have not been covered yet with a test:
▪ REQ-SPF-N08 and REQ-SPF-N09 have been “CLOSED”. These two requirements are related to replication
mechanisms and load-balancing. The BRAIN-IoT Project is a research project, so it was not possible due
to budget and time constraints to cover these two requirements. However, there are good practices that
should be put in place in a real infrastructure in order to avoid Single-Point-Of-Failure risks.

3.4.13

BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 50: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System”.
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Figure 51: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Privacy Control System”.

Figure 52: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Security and Privacy Control System”.
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3.4.14

BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool

The general evaluation for this product and its associated tests and requirements is “PASSED”.

Figure 53: Test status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool”.

Figure 54: Percent of the tests status regarding the component “BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies
Exploration Tool”.
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Figure 55: Requirement coverage of “BRAIN-IoT Attack-Defence Strategies Exploration Tool”

3.4.15

Service Robotics Scenario

Figure 56: Test status regarding the scenario “Service Robotics”.
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Figure 57: Percent of the tests status regarding the scenario “Service Robotics”.

Figure 58: Requirement coverage of scenario “Service Robotics”.

89% the requirements of the "Service Robotics scenario" use case have been tested and validated. The rest
11% requirements are NOT APPLY. The reason is as follows:
• TEST_SRS_11 – The requirement REQ-SRS_N11 it related to is duplicated with REQ-SRS-N10 according
to the implementation of BRAIN-IoT execution infrastructure within this scenario.
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•

TEST_SRS_16 – The functionality to notify the external users when the robot finds unpredictable
environmental changes has been considered not necessary and also the related use case has been
withdrawn, since the platform through models@runtime allows the operator to monitor continuously
the status of the robots during the mission, satisfying requirement REQ-SRS-F01 .

As can be seen in the results, it has been possible to validate and verify the correct functioning of the system
in this use case.
3.4.16

Critical Infrastructure Scenario

Figure 59: Test status regarding the scenario “Critical Infrastructure”
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Figure 60: Percent of the tests status regarding the scenario “Critical Infrastructure”

Figure 61: Requirement coverage of scenario “Critical Infrastructure”
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There are some tests with "NOT APPLY" status. This status indicates that the corresponding requirement was
eliminated, and the test no longer applies, or the actual implementation makes the test no longer applicable.
This status affects tests: TEST_CIS_1, TEST_CIS_4, TEST_CIS_9, TEST_CIS_21, and TEST_CIS_22.
TEST_CIS_1 is related to REQ-CIS-F10: the water system shall monitor remotely the water quality in the deposits,
treatment plants, and control points. The mockup does not currently have water quality devices installed, so the
related test no longer applies.
TEST_CIS_4, TEST_CIS_9, and TEST_CIS_21 are related to the mockup spill gates' intelligent control (REQ-CISF07, REQ-CIS-N01, and REQ-CIS-N09). The associated use case was eliminated (due to the mockup's physical
constraints, which was constructed on a scale that makes it impossible to use the spill gates as the primary
water source of the mockup), so the tests no longer apply.
TEST_CIS_22 is related to the requisite REQ-CIS-N10 BRAIN-IoT platform shall allow dynamic device localization.
All the devices used in the mockup (pumps, valves, water meter, and water level probes) cannot send their
location. Besides, the mockup has an approximate length of ten meters, and it is located underground, so the
devices' location would be highly inaccurate and imprecise.
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4

KPIs

In this section, the list of KPIs defined in D6.4 and D6.5 is updated reporting the achievements at the M39 of
the project with the relevant explanation of how the indicators have been measured.
Other than the target KPIs for the overall platform, the tables shows also the KPIs related to the two main
usage scenarios. As already reported in previous deliverables, it is remarkable that throughout the project the
KPIs of the platform and the two scenarios and use cases have been reformulated as the project understood
additional value that could be brought.

Figure 62: KPI results
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Table 5: Information about the BRAIN-IoT Platform KPIs until M39
KPI
ID

KPI 1

STATUS

PARTIAL

Related
Technical
Objective

UTO1.1

Description of KPI

Development time for
implementing logics for
orchestrating new and
existing devices exposed
by integrated sources

Motivation

Adopting BRAIN-IoT Services
Development Toolkit aims to
reduce the burden for the IoT
developer to design and
develop an orchestrating logic

Expected Results

Development
time 50%
reduced

Achievement

Explanation of the Achievement

Development
time reduced up
to 20%

The KPI has been measured monitoring the
time needed for an IoT developer belonging to
the Consortium to develop a new orchestrating
logic. The achievement is by far below the
expected result. Depending on the complexity
of the logic to be developed, a manual
development with traditional programming
languages most of the times takes a
comparable amount of time. With complex
logics, a model-based approach seems
sometimes to increase the difficulties for
shaping a bug free logic. This is mainly due to
the lack of familiarity of developers with metalanguages. For developers who are expert with
the languages, the measured reduction of
development time is up one fifth. For simple
state-machines the reduction of development
time is slightly higher also for non-experts.
Comparable feedback has been provided by
the External Stakeholders

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 780089.
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KPI 2

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

UTO1.1

Number of IoT
devices/CPS/external
platforms protocols
supported and
integrated within BRAINIoT Platform

The BRAIN-IoT Platform aims
to develop logics for the
orchestration of new and
existing services, devices and
platforms. The Platform should
guarantee a wide protocol
coverage

50

The implemented
use cases
required the
integration of 5
different
protocols/external
systems (LoRa
devices through
MQTT-based "The
Thing Network"
server, HTTP Sica
Platform, HTTP
Medusa Platform,
ROS platforms,
HTTP Controllable
Door)
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The KPI is much below the expected result but
this value may be misleading for the correct
evaluation of the objective. BRAIN-IoT project
does not aim to reimplement yet another
interoperability layer with a huge connectors
library, rather than to develop a distributable
system for interconnecting new and existing IoT
resources through an edge-side logic for
orchestrating them. For this reason, the project
decided to base the overall platform on a set of
distributable connectors based on the Eclipse
sensiNact Gateway which already provide a
quite mature approach for handling with the
IoT resources diversity. The library inherited by
the sensiNact Gateway allows a connectivity
support to data sources including today’s IoT
protocols and platforms such as LoRa, Zigbee,
IEEE 802.15.4, Sigfox, enOcean, MQTT, XMPP,
NGSI, HTTP, CoAP, etc. The total is about 25
connectors for a very wide multitude of
physical devices and existing systems.
Moreover, the library has been complemented
with a connector for ROS-based robotic
platforms that constituted a gap so far. Finally,
BRAIN-IoT Platform also inherited a unified
access and data model over those
heterogeneous sources of data and action.
During the project, the library has been
extended integrating the platforms mentioned
in "Achievement" cell.
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KPI 3

KPI 4

KPI 5

PARTIAL

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Adopting model-based tools
and languages to graphically
represent the IoT system and
its functioning logics aims to
improve the understanding of
the operating IoT system by
actors who are not technical
(e.g. managers, system
operators)

80% of the
interviewed
people
understand the
modeled system

60% of the
interviewed
people
understood the
modeled
orchestrating
logic within 1
hour

UTO2.1

BRAIN-IoT execution
environment deployable
in a distributed mixed
edge cloud environment

IoT System operators would
like to adopt the same
deployment approach for
deploying logics both at the
edge side or to the cloud. The
execution environment aims to
manage the deployment and
communication seamlessly on
the cloud or the edge
according to systems
requirements labels specified
for each software module to be
deployed

A BRAIN-IoT
micro-cloud
environment can
be deployed on a
mixed cloudedge
environment

A BRAIN-IoT
micro-cloud
environment can
be deployed on a
mixed cloud-edge
environment and
supports an
automated
dependency
management to
automatically
deploy software
module according
to specific
requirements and
dependencies.

UTO2.1

Complexity for
deploying a full local
BRAIN-IoT execution
environment (along with
adapters for IoT data
sources, orchestrating
logics) in a mixed edge-

Adopting the BRAIN-IoT
Distributed Service Discovery
and Execution Platform aims to
reduce the burden for the IoT
system operators to instantiate
and setup an IoT system in the
production environment

<30 min

< 5 min

UTO1.2

Improved understanding
of the developed
orchestrating logic for
operators who did not
develop the system
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A questionnaire related to the
understandability of the model of the system
has been filled in by Robotnik's and EMALCSA's
colleagues not involved in the project as well as
3 different external stakeholders. Results shown
that BRAIN-IoT ML (UML-based) representation
were simpler to understand in few minutes.
While BIP models has been recognized as
difficult to understand without a strong
knowledge of the language.
The BRAIN-IoT Distributed Service Discovery
and Execution Platform adopts a deployment
and communication mechanism based on OSGi
framework and OSGi Remote Services which
are solutions that can be adopted on every host
that support a Java Runtime Environment. It
can deploy seamlessly on hosts that scales from
the Cloud to Raspberry PIs. The OSGi
Requirements and Capabilities mechanism
supports the adoption of labels to specify the
system requirements from which the software
module to be deployed depends on. The
deployment system also allows the deployment
of non-Java software modules using Docker
containers wrapped with OSGi interfaces.
Details on D4.4
The BRAIN-IoT Distributed Service Discovery
and Execution Platform can trigger the
deployment of the full system with just 2
commands (Ansible commands). Furthermore,
an automated mechanism manages
autonomously the deployment of all the
dependencies specified by the each of the
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cloud environment in a
production environment

KPI 6

KPI 7

KPI 8

KPI 9

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

software modules to be deployed. Details on
D4.4 and D3.7

Time to recover from a
failure within the
execution environment or if not possible - to
report issues

Adopting the BRAIN-IoT
Platform aims to reduce the
burden for the IoT system
operators for facing system
downtime, recognizing
whenever a node of the
platform stops working, and reestablish the operativity.

UTO2.2

Ability to detect
anomalies on a time
series based on a trained
model

Enabling the automatic
anomaly detection based on
ML and AI on a changing
environment to assist other
automatic systems or decision
makers with up-to-date alerts.

UTO2.2

Real time updating of
the model to adapt to a
changing environment

Adapting in real time to the
variations of a time series such
as the homogenous increase of
the values so the model keeps
detecting real anomalies.

UTO2.2

Real time model creation
for anomaly detection of
just added metric
sources

Adapting in real time to the
inherent characteristics of IoT
implementation, where any
device could be added or
removed any time.

UTO2.2

< 60 min

~ 5 min (<7min)

The system is
able to detect
anomalies on a
time series once
a model has
been created and
trained.
The system is
able to retrain its
models to adapt
to the changes in
the metrics.
The system is
able to create a
new model for
the new metrics
source and train
it so, after some
values are

The system is able
to
detect
anomalies on a
time series once a
model has been
created
and
trained.
The system is able
to
retrain
its
models to adapt
to the changes in
the metrics.
The system is able
to create a new
model for the new
metrics
source
and train it. It has
been tested to
need about 50
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A test has been made unplugging the power
supply of an edge node and waiting for the
BRAIN-IoT Distributed Service Discovery and
Execution Platform to recognize the missing
component and to automatically redeploy it on
a different host in order to restore the
operability of the full system. In some tests the
system recovered after 3 minutes, in other
cases after 7 minutes.

The anomaly detection service can correctly
detect injected anomalies once the model has
been correctly trained.

The anomaly detection service correctly retrains
and updates its models so real changes on the
metrics are not considered anomalies. If the
change is too steep, some of the first values
could be detected as anomalies.
A test has been made adding new metric
sources and letting the anomaly detection
service adapt to them, creating and training the
needed models. The anomaly detection does
not work for the first stages because of the
model not having enough history to make
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received, it can
start detecting
anomalies.

KPI
10

KPI
11

KPI
12

KPI
13

Time to establish a
secure end-to-end
channel between a
constrained IoT device
and the BRAIN-IoT
Platform

Adopting the BRAIN-IoT Endto-End security components
aims to establish a secure and
authenticated communication
between resource constrained
IoT devices and the BRAIN-IoT
platform which collects the
data and deliver them to
BRAIN-IoT Services

Impact of security on
communication delays

Security should not have an
impact on communication
delay as this latest can be
business critical

UTO3.1

UTO3.2

PASSED

UTO3.1

PASSED

UTO3.1,
UTO3.2,
UTO3.3

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

measures for it to
start
detecting
real anomalies.

predictions but, after about 50 iterations, real
anomalies can be detected.

< 1s

Timestamps have been retrieved to measure
the time need to establish a secure end-to-end
channel between an IoT sensor/actuator and
the BBRAIN-IoT Platform. Measurement have
been constantly much below 1 second.

<500 ms

<100 ms

Timestamps have been retrieved to measure
the extra time needed for the BRAIN-IoT Edge
Node to receive a data from a secured IoT
sensor/actuator compared to the one coming
from an unsecured IoT sensor/actuator.

% of critical dataflow
encrypted

Adopting the BRAIN-IoT Endto-End security components
aims to ensure end-to-end
data encryption from IoT
sensors/actuators to the
BRAIN-IoT platform, which
collects the data and deliver
them to BRAIN-IoT Services

100%

100%

We tested that it was not possible to get the
clear text data from captured traffic.

Number of authorized
IoT sensors/actuators
and users actually
authenticated to the
platform.

Security components shall
manage IoT sensors/actuators
and users account information
and registration.

100% authorized
IoT
sensors/actuators
and users are
authenticated to
the ACE server

100% authorized
IoT
sensors/actuators
and users are
authenticated to
the ACE server

All the authorized IoT sensors/actuators and
users are authenticated on the ACE Server. The
HMI allows to manage their account and
registration

< 5s
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KPI
14

KPI
15

KPI
16

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

UTO3.2

Availability of
authentication

The AAA service aims to be
available for the platform's
components and nodes at any
time

>99% availability

100% availability

A 48h-test with continuous access control
requests has been performed without a single
crash of the service.

UTO3.1,
UTO3.2

Number of unauthorized
IoT sensor/actuator and
users able to send data
to the BRAIN-IoT
platform

Any data sent by unregistered
users or IoT sensors/actuators
to the BRAIN-IoT platform
must be rejected.

0

0

During all the performed tests, the traffic
coming from an unregistered IoT
sensor/actuator or user has been rejected.

100% of data
consumer services
incompatible with
data
owner's
policies
are
denied
for
accessing data

The BRAIN-IoT platform includes the Privacy
Control System to provide to the user a
mechanism to set, control and modify data
access policies by the data owners. Specifically,
the Privacy Control System allows to the data
owners to define privacy policies on their data
and to service providers to declare how they
intend to manage the data. In this way, the
system is then able to match at runtime the
policies (which are attached to the data) and the
services requirements, to timely block the
sharing of the data with services which requires
the type of data in transit but are not compliant
with the data owners' policies. It has been tested
that in this way, the 100% of data access
requests from data consuming services not
compatible with data owner's wishes, are
denied.

UTO3.3

Privacy support
available

tools

Brain-IoT platform aims to
provide to users a set of tools
for privacy awareness and
control
in
distributed
environments

100% of
owners'
policies
respected

data
data
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KPI
17

KPI
18

PARTIAL

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

UTO4.1

UTO4.2,
UTO1.2

Number of unexpected
behaviours when the
developed IoT system is
deployed in the
production environment

BRAIN-IoT Platform provides
mechanisms for modeling
"Digital Twins" of IoT and CPS
resources and make it possible
to validate an orchestration
logic in a simulated
environment which is twin of
the real one. It allows to
validate the system in a safe
environment without the risk
for damaging the hardware.

Synchronization time
between the model of
the orchestrating logics
and its implementation

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Tool aims
to provide a monitoring system
which connects at runtime
orchestrating behaviours
models (models@runtime) to
the real system executed in the
production environment, for
helping system operator to
immediately spot possible
unexpected behaviours or
blocks.

0 unexpected
behaviours

<1 minute

0 unexpected
behaviours
deploying the
system in Water
Management
production
environment after
having tested the
system leveraging
physical layer
models.
Unexpected
behaviours
happened with a
frequency of 1
time every 20
tests with
different initial
robot
positionings and
pick&place
schemas.

In the context of the IoT domain, the physical
models allowed to replicate a realistic
environment also allowing to scale up with the
number of modelled devices. It has been useful
for training the anomaly detection model even
without a sufficient amount of water flow
meters. In the context of the robotic domain,
the integration of robotic simulators allowed to
test orchestrating logics more easily interacting
with the simulated robots as if they were the
real ones. On the other hand, the precision of
the simulated environment has not been
sufficient to simulate realistically all the runs of
the tests.

<1 second

The BRAIN-IoT Monitoring Tool shows in near
real time the status of the state machine
implemented for orchestrating the IoT
resources. The BRAIN-IoT ML diagram (UMLbased) representing the orchestrating logic is
graphically animated to show in which state of
the modeled logic the executed system is. The
delay between the system enters in one state
and the tool showing up the state where the
system is, is below 1 second and, in any case,
much below the human reaction time.
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Table 6: Information about Service Robotics Scenario KPIs until M39

KPI
ID

KPI19

STATUS

PARTIAL

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Related
Technical
Objective
/ Strategic
Objectives

UTO1.1

Description of KPI

Faster design and
development time of
robots behaviours and
interaction with
environmental IoT
Systems and Backend
Systems.

Motivation

Development phase of
behaviour logics is time
consuming and complex.
Developers must be expert of
ROS and of C++
programming. A model-based
approach will make this phase
quicker and more accessible
to unexperienced developers.

Expected Results

Development
time 50%
reduced

Achievement

Explanation of the Achievement

Development time
reduced up to
20%

The KPI has been measured monitoring the
time needed for an Robotnik's developer to
develop a new behaviour logic for a fleet of
robots. The achievement is by far below the
expected result. Depending on the complexity
of the logic to be developed, a manual
development with traditional programming
languages is still more agile compared to the
model-based one. With complex logics, a
model-based approach seems sometimes to
increase the difficulties for shaping a bug free
logic. This is mainly due to the lack of
familiarity of developers with meta-languages.
For developers who are expert with the
modelling languages, the measured reduction
of development time is up one fifth.
The satisfaction increases for the easier
interaction with externa IoT devices, such as
controllable doors or Warehouses ERP and
backend systems because the BRAIN-IoT
Interoperability Layer dramatically reduces the
effort for developing integrations with such
systems.
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KPI20

KPI21

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

UTO2.1,
EI-2
(DoA's
Impact
Section)

UTO2.2,
EI-2
(DoA's
Impact
Section)

Faster deployment of
system

Minimum failures

In robotic domain the
deployment of software
modules on robotic platforms
is often made manually one by
one, or dedicated scripts must
be developed. Also, crosscompilation time is needed. A
more agile way for deploying
software module would
decrease the time to
execution of a robotic system.
Often the deployment
procedure could take hours,
depending on the number of
robots which are involved in
the deployment.

During a mission a robot can
meet face motivation of
failures or slowdowns. This
situation affects the quality of
the service implemented by
using robots. Restoration of
the correct operativeness
requires a manual intervention
for fixing the problem.

<30 min
(Average of 20%
reduction on
system
deployment
time)

< 1% failure rate

< 5 min

The BRAIN-IoT Distributed Service Discovery
and Execution Platform can trigger the
deployment of the full system with just 2
commands (Ansible commands). Furthermore,
an automated mechanism manages
autonomously the deployment of all the
dependencies specified by the each of the
software modules to be deployed. This
minimizes the effort for managing a fleet of
robots especially in cases when the size of the
fleet needs to be modified at runtime
depending on the task requirements.

~ 5 min (<7min) to
recover
from
failures

Failures because of the limitations of the
hardware still happen with the same failure
rate as before (i.e. the battery runs out while
performing the task, the battery fails while
providing the right amount of energy to make
the robot move, the operating system on the
robot may crash, the companion board or the
autopilot are physically damaged and
crashes). The BRAIN-IoT Platform helps
recovering the system substituting the robot
with a backup one in an automatic way
(redeploying the software modules of the
damaged robot to a backup one not currently
involved in the task), or preventing slowdowns
recognizing the battery is running out and
substituting the robot with a backup one.
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KPI22

KPI23

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

EI-2
(DoA's
Impact
Section)

UTO4.2,
UTO1.2

Reduced time of delivery
of goods

The movement of goods in a
warehouse may face serious
business-related issues if the
robotic system for logistics
fails or slows down.

Ease for the robotic
system operator to
reconfigure and monitor
the status of the mission

Depending on the complexity
of the mission and the
number of items to locate
from warehouse inbound to
warehouse storage racks, the
BRAIN-IoT Platform should
support for an easy
reconfiguration of: (1) the size
of the fleet, (2) the position of
the items. Moreover, a
constant monitoring of what
the robots are doing is
necessary.

15% reduction
of delivery time

~ 5 min (<7min) to
recover
from
failures
increase
the continuity and
quality of service.

Self-healing and recovery from failures reduce
the downtime of the system in case of
damaged robots. Moreover, the decentralized
agent-based orchestrating logic implemented
allows to reduce the complete breakouts that
instead may happen if the node hosting a
centralized orchestrator crash. Good feedback
has been received by external stakeholders
operating in robotics for indoor logistics.

To reconfigure
the mission the
operator should
not stop the
system

The
reconfiguration of
the mission is
possible at
runtime.
Furthermore, it is
possible to
monitor the
ongoing mission
and status in rear
real time with a
delay of ~1
second

The dynamic reconfiguration functionality of
the platform easily allows a modification of
the size of the fleet of robots at runtime
involving unused robots or robots allocated
for different (less critical) tasks. This is possible
tanks to the dynamic deployment of
behaviour logics at runtime, depending on
external events.
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Table 7: Information about Water Management Infrastructure Scenario KPIs until M39

KPI
ID

KPI24

KPI25

STATUS

PASSED

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Related
Technical
Objective
/ Strategic
Objectives

UTO3.1

UTO2.2

Description of KPI

Motivation

Expected Results

% of secured
communications with
devices connected to the
water infrastructure

A very important requirements
for the management of the
water infrastructure is that all
the devices are secured and
data and commands are
encrypted.

100%

Improved failures
mitigation

Whenever the infrastructure
faces problems on one of its
elements, like for instance the
detection of anomalies on the
measurements from a flow
meter, the BRAIN-IoT Platform
should help the infrastructure
to recognize the anomaly,
notify it and trigger a new
control strategy that keep a
correct system operativeness
bypassing the problematic
flow meter and the
information it is delivering. The
backup control strategy would
act on a different set of
actuators that would still
guarantee a proper water level
in the system without
damaging anything. The

The water level
remains around
the expected
values even
when a flow
meter issues
wrong values
that could be
misinterpreted
by the control
infrastructure.

Achievement

Explanation of the Achievement

100%

Adopting the BRAIN-IoT End-to-End
security components aims to ensure endto-end data encryption from IoT
sensors/actuators to the BRAIN-IoT
platform, which collects the data and deliver
them to BRAIN-IoT Services. We tested that
it was not possible to get the clear text data
from captured traffic.

The
water
level
remains in a safeguard
threshold

Detection of the anomaly and mitigation
control strategy have been tested in the
water infrastructure testbed. The BRAIN-IoT
Platform triggering the mitigation control
strategy allowed to keep the level of water
contained despite the wrong measurements
from the flow meter data source.
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backup strategy would
mitigate the failure until a
human operator will substitute
the problematic component.

KPI26

NO
RUN

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

UTO2.1

Number of devices
supported

A critical infrastructure has to
support and manage
thousands of devices. Because
of this, a system to be
integrated in the
infrastructure for manage
them, need to be able to
manage big quantities of
devices. That is why the system
integrated in the infrastructure
to manage should respect this
quantity constraint

Between 20 and
100 devices

A proper scalability
test for the BRAINIoT Fabric Event Bus
has not been
performed. During
the tests for the
demos
implementation, the
system
demonstrated to
scale up to 7 data
sources (in the
robotics scenario: 6
robots, the backend
system)
simultaneously.
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KPI27

Number of different
integrable technologies

PASSED

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

The water critical infrastructure
contains several different
technologies, sensors (e.g.,
water meters), actuators (e.g.,
spill gates, valves), control
systems (e.g. SICA, Medusa).
And new wireless IoT devices
are planned to be integrated
(such as LoRa devices).

50

The implemented
use cases required
the integration of 5
different
protocols/external
systems (LoRa
devices through
MQTT-based "The
Thing Network"
server, HTTP SICA
Platform, HTTP
Medusa Platform)
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The KPI is much below the expected result
but this value may be misleading for the
correct evaluation of the objective. BRAINIoT project does not aim to reimplement yet
another interoperability layer with a huge
connectors library, rather than to develop a
distributable system for interconnecting
new and existing IoT resources through a
edge-side logic for orchestrating them. For
this reason, the project decided to base the
overall platform on a set of distributable
connectors based on the Eclipse sensiNact
Gateway which already provide a quite
mature approach for handling with the IoT
resources diversity. The library inherited by
the sensiNact Gateway allows a connectivity
support to data sources including today’s
IoT protocols and platforms such as LoRa,
Zigbee, IEEE 802.15.4, Sigfox, enOcean,
MQTT, XMPP, NGSI, HTTP, CoAP, etc. The
total is about 25 connectors for a very wide
multitude of physical devices and existing
systems. Finally, BRAIN-IoT Platform
inherited also a unified access and data
model over those heterogeneous sources of
data and action.

5

Conclusion

The second iteration of Evaluation Phase ended at the end of March 2021 including the extension period
requested to the commission. The main conclusions of this iteration are:
▪

In this second iteration, the tests were focused mainly at “system” and “scenario” level, in order to verify
and validate the correct work of the Brain-IoT Platform through the user cases.

▪

In the case of the Critical Infrastructure scenario, some requirements are described to not apply, especially
for those that involve MEDUSA infrastructure component that changed significantly. Despite the situation,
all requirements related to this use case have been tested and passed.

▪

In the case of Service Robotics scenario, some requirements have been modified by eliminating the feature
of the orchestrator for the Brain-IoT platform towards a decentralized option. In addition, those security
requirements which are defined in the use of the Fabric component have been eliminated as the
consortium identified higher added value in the low power IoT devices of the critical infrastructure use
case.

▪

All the tests have been validated correctly, and those changes and modifications that have been made
with respect to the first Phase 1 Report have been reflected. Taking into account the above, the tests on
the real environment have been correctly validated.

▪

Mainly some products have been modified in the Modelling & Validation Framework and Reusable Smart
Behaviours blocks. This is due to the changes made to the platform architecture by modifying the "s0nar"
anomaly detection system as well as some of the components of the modelling framework. It is important
to remark that those changes answer to an exploitation remark were the s0nar asset was identified as a
potential independent outcome.

▪

The use of Excel files for the validation framework is not the best solution, due to the limitation regarding
updating change in the tests. However, for a research project with constrained budget, it was a convenient
solution to monitor the validation process.

This second iteration validation process also has an impact in the user centered evaluation:
• Allowing to validate requirements and features of the system that can be applied in real scenarios such
as the " Critical Infrastructure scenario" and "Service Robotics scenario" use cases.
As can be seen in last Figure 63 Figure 64 Figure 65 Figure 66, total number of requirements tested successfully
within the second phase have significantly grown compared to phase 1. The main determining factor of this
Phase 2 Report with respect to the Phase 1 Report has been not only the progress made until phase one, but
also the testing and validation of both real scenarios. Taking into account that in the previous report the tests
were mainly focused on the component level, this report has been focused on validating the correct functioning
of the platform as a whole, and then on two real scenarios which are the better-defined use cases that can be
better explained in D2.6.
This document also exposes the evolution of the project in which have been reflected the changes,
modifications and results obtained with an improving performance. Originally, a series of tests and face-toface demonstrations had been established in order to carry out a real deployment of the project. The pandemic
of the covid-19 virus, that triggered the stop of the activities of many companies and the cancellation of all the
physical meetings, has obviously impacted the schedule.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 780089.
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It is important to remark that a series of measures were taken in order to allow carrying out all the tests and
demonstrations on the real scenarios, but in a remote manner. Also due to this situation, some changes were
made in the tests that were adapted to a real remote scenario, thus being able to check all the objectives
established in the project.
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Figure 63: Global states of the tests on Phase 1 Report.

Figure 64: Global states of the tests on Phase 2 Report.
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GLOBAL VALIDATION RESULTS OF REQUIREMENTS
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Figure 65: Global states of the requirements on Phase 1 Report.

Figure 66: Global states of the requirements on Phase 2 Report.
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Acronyms
Acronym

Explanation

BRAIN-IoT

model-Based fRamework for dependable sensing and Actuation in
iNtelligent decentralized IoT systems

IT

Information Technology

IoT

Internet of Things

OSGi

Open Services Gateway initiative

OT

Operational Technology

PoC

Proof-of-Concept

SICA

Integral System of the Water Cycle

WoT

Web of Things
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Annex A
The complete information regarding the test files, validation results and coverage can be read in the excel
documents attached with this deliverable:
-

VALIDATION_RESULTS.xlsx
ROB_SRS_TESTS.xlsx
EMALCSA_Critical_Infrastructure_tests.xlsx
Brain-IoT-Solution_tests.xlsx
CEA_BRAIN_IoT_Modeling_Language.xlsx
STM_BRAIN_IoT_Physical_Layer_Modeling_Language_tests.xlsx
CEA_BRAIN_IoT_Modeling_Tool_tests.xlsx
UGA_BRAIN_IoT_ BIP-MV_ tool_tests.xlsx
UGA_BRAIN_IoT_ BIP_ to_ Java_ Code_ Generator_tests.xlsx
Kentyou_sensiNact_Studio_tests.xlsx
PAREMUS_BRAIN_IoT_Fabric_tests.xlsx
LINKS_WoT-enabled_Edge_Node_tests.xlsx
Kentyou_sensiNact_Edge_Node_tests.xlsx
IM_s0nar.xlsx
LINKS_BRAIN-IoT_Privacy_Control_System_tests.xlsx
UGA_BRAIN-IoT_Attack_Defence_Strategies_Exploration_Tool_tests.xlsx
AIRBUS_BRAIN-IoT_ACE_Server_tests.xlsx
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